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[Summary of Facts]
The land in this case was sold by Y (Defendant, Intermediate Appellant, Final Appellant) to A,
and A to X (Plaintiff, Intermediate Appellee, Final Appellee), without any the transfer being
registered. Subsequently, Y sold a portion of the said land and a tree thereon to another person. X
therefore demanded, as A’s subrogate, that Y register the land ownership transfer. The lower
court allowed X’s demand. Y appealed on the following grounds: (1) the claims prescribed in
Article 423 must, as with monetary claims, be claims that depend on the obligor’s financial
resources to be realized; (2) the rights vested in the obligor in the same Article must be the joint
security rights of a general obligee; and (3) the application of the same Article is limited to
situations where the obligor has no financial resources, and Article 423 is therefore not applicable
to this case.

[Summary of Decision]
Final appeal dismissed.

“However, the Article merely prescribes situations where the obligee tries to preserve his claim,
and does not specially limit the obligee’s claim. It will suffice if claims to which the Article
should apply are of a nature that should be preserved by exercising the obligor’s rights, and it is
not necessarily required to raise the issue, as in (1) above, of the relevance or otherwise of the
obligor’s financial resources. With regard to the obligor’s rights that the obligee is allowed to
exercise, we cannot allow restrictions such as those Y asserted in (2) above, since the proviso to
the Article only excludes rights that are exclusive and personal to the obligor, and does not
impose any other restrictions. Further, where the purpose of the claim it is sought to preserve is
related to the obligor’s financial resources or lack thereof, or even where, as Y asserted, there is
no need to apply the said Article where the obligor has financial resources, or even where the
intention is to preserve a claim that is unrelated to the obligor’s financial resources or lack thereof,
as long as exercising the obligor’s rights is to some degree appropriate and necessary, the proper
interpretation is that the application of the Article is not barred. The obligor’s lack of financial



resources is not, as Y asserted in (3) above, a necessary prerequisite for the application of the
Article. Y’s quoted decision of this Court was a case in which the purpose of the claim it was
sought to preserve was related to the obligor’s financial resources or lack thereof, and is not
applicable in this case. As this case is not the exercise of Zenbei’s right of claim against the
Appellant Y for registration procedures, the Appellee X’s right of claim for registration
procedures against Zenbei cannot achieve its purpose, regardless of Zenbei’s financial resources
or lack thereof. Therefore, it is clear that X’s exercise of Zenbei’s right of claim is appropriate
and necessary. However, the right that X seeks to preserve in this suit is the right to claim, against
Zenbei, registration procedures for the transfer of ownership by sale, in other words, it is the type
of claim which has the purpose of demanding a certain act against a certain person. It follows that
it was not improper for the lower court to have applied the same Article to reach its decision with
regard to this case, and we conclude that all of Y’s final appeal arguments above are groundless.


